Hints for using my website and searching for patterns that go
with each other and planning your quilt
All patterns from this point forward are coded for your convenience. Below are some samples
Konda 8 Bdr Crnr 2 Blk = Konda is the group name of the Pattern line all patterns in this line should
go together nicely. The first letters in the name of the pattern will specify which group it was made to
go with. Although several groups can go together if you put Konda into the search feature it will bring
up all Konda patterns.
The number 8, or any number right after the name, means it was originally made for an 8 inch border
or blk in this case border corner so it will be square. If it has Blk at the end that means it acts as a block
so it does not connect to the border but it goes with the matching border.
Hint, Border can be connecting or come in block form
If it did not have Blk at the end and simply read Konda 8 Bdr Crnr 2 it would be a connecting border
corner.
One more example;
CR 12 SqOPt Blk First position CR that is the group name (to see what any of the abbreviations
stand for see the page on Abbreviations in this section) next position 12 means it was made for a 12 inch
square, next SqOPt = Square on Point
Put simply the first few letters of the name of the pattern is the pattern Group name
If there is a number after the group name it stands for the size block the pattern was made for. This
should help you in knowing how to size the pattern for your quilt.
Most abbreviations you are familiar with however if you get confused refer to the abbreviation sheet
I hope this helps I think as you get use to my system it will be easier to see if something you want to
buy will work for you. if you find it won’t work and you need it denser of looser for what you are doing
let me know and make a request.
WFR Star feather Bdr X 3 on this description the X 3 means it is 3 pieces of the border together

